Introduction
If there is one thing the astro-and/or particle physics communities agree on, it is that one of the major questions of contemporary science is about the true nature of Dark Matter (DM). This substance makes up more than 80% of the full matter content of the Universe, but up to now we have not yet figured out what is behind. While we are somewhat certain of several aspects of DM (its energy density, its rough distribution today, and the fact that it was crucial for cosmic structure formation), there are other things we do not know precisely (its identity, its production mechanism, its momentum distribution after production). While there are strong hints towards DM being made out of new elementary particles, our partial lack of knowledge suggests that we should question old believes and possibly re-evaluate certain statements made in the literature.
In the literature, the "standard" candidate for DM is regarded to be a Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP). However, while WIMPs do have a lot of theory motivation behind them, we cannot ignore the fact that we have not yet seen an unambiguous signal. On the contrary, on-going experiments push our limits further and further, such that, given the lack of a detection, we must start to seriously consider alternative possibilities.
Taking a step back, we should ask which non-WIMP particle ticks all the boxes for DM. One natural candidate is a sterile neutrino N. This particle with mass m N is electrically neutral and interacts even more feebly than an "active" neutrino ν α (with flavours α = e, µ, τ), namely by vertices suppressed by the small active-sterile mixing angle θ α . Given that sterile neutrinos can be rather massive, they would certainly be able to act as DM, provided that they are produced in the early Universe in the right amount and with a suitable momentum spectrum [1] .
Before we start, let us remark that the most complete source of information and references in existence at the moment is the White Paper on keV sterile neutrino Dark Matter [2] .
2. Non-thermal DM production and how to produce keV sterile neutrinos Studying the literature, one finds a very common statement about sterile neutrino DM which is, however, only correct in a tiny fraction of all cases. The prejudice is that sterile neutrino DM would be warm. The origin of this statement is in parts historic, but when looking at the details it is often just not the case. Formally, a thermal distribution would amount to the following momentum spectrum,
where p is the DM momentum, m is its mass, and T is its temperature. A thermal distribution is essentially featureless and is characterised well by a single scale (e.g. its average momentum p or its temperature T ), cf. black curve in the left Fig. 1 . Given that, one would speak of cold, warm, hot DM if T m, T ≈ m, T m, respectively. However, in nearly all cases, sterile neutrino DM features a non-thermal momentum spectrum. Such a spectrum can have all kinds of structures, and the only restrictions are those which force it to be physical, non-thermal spectrum : f n-th (p) > 0 ∀p, dp
where the latter requirement arises from the necessity for the DM density to be finite. Note that, contrary to the thermal distribution from Eq. (2.1), no temperature-like quantity can be defined for a non-thermal distribution. Schematically, a non-thermal distribution can look very similar to a thermal one (see, e.g., the blue and red curves in Fig 1) , or it can be vastly different and, e.g., feature several momentum scales, like the green curve in Fig 1. In any case, a single number such as the temperature is insufficient to characterise such a distribution. This is what makes it non-trivial to decide about whether or not a given DM momentum distribution is allowed or disfavoured by cosmic structure formation. For the case of keV sterile neutrinos, several production mechanisms are discussed, out of which all but the very last one do exhibit non-thermal spectra:
• non-resonant production: First studied by Langacker [4] , linked to DM by Dodelson and Widrow [5] . Detailed computations are of a newer date [6, 7] . This mechanism nowadays known to be excluded by observations.
• resonant production: First studied by Enqvist and collaborators [8] , linked to DM by Shi and Fuller [9] . Detailed computations are of a newer date [6, 10] . This mechanism is allowed (but constrained) by observations.
• (scalar) decay production: Several studies are available (see, e.g., Refs. [11, 12] for different cases of parent particles). This mechanism is in good agreement with observations.
• thermal overproduction with subsequent entropy dilution: Discussed for keV sterile neutrinos in [14] . Non-trivial to get in agreement with Big Bang Nucleosynthesis.
Out of these, the second and third mechanisms are discussed most frequently, which is why we will put our main focus on those two here.
Production of keV sterile neutrinos by active-sterile mixing
The most natural approach is to produce sterile neutrinos by their admixture to the activeneutrino sector [4, 5, 6, 7] , which exploits the fact that any reaction producing active neutrinos can also produce steriles -only with a much smaller probability -as long as some active-sterile mixing angles are non-zero. This could gradually produce enough sterile neutrinos to explain the observed amount of DM, but the resulting spectrum would feature too many particles with rather large momenta, making this setting similar to a hot DM case and thus excluded by data.
However, this could change for the case of a lepton number asymmetry being present in the early Universe, a suitable value of which can resonantly enhance the transitions from active to sterile neutrinos [6, 8, 9, 10] . While the origin of such an asymmetry has to be explained at first, its effects have been computed. Basically, if the asymmetry is large enough, it produces very many sterile neutrinos at a very specific combination of momentum and temperature. Thus, in the momentum distribution function, a sharp peak appears on top of a continuous spectrum, clearly comprising a non-thermal distribution. If this peak is located at a comparatively small momentum, i.e., a big fraction of the sterile neutrinos are not very fast, the resulting spectrum should be "cooler" (i.e., smaller momenta are more dominant) than the one resulting from non-resonant production.
It is non-trivial to obtain statements from cosmic structure formation about non-thermal spectra, cf. left Fig. 1 , so that new methods have to be developed to do so. Confronting resonant production with data, it turns out that the "coldest" region, which would be closest to the cold DM case, is located in a region of the parameter space that is by far excluded from the X-ray bound (i.e., from not observing the photons stemming from sterile neutrino DM decay, N → νγ). All parameter combinations that are left can be investigated to see whether they are compatible with cosmic structure formation. This has been done in Ref. [15] , using a modified version of the so-called extended Press-Schechter approach. Two methods have been applied to the spectra resulting from resonant production: halo counting (i.e., whether a given DM distribution produces at least as many small haloes as dwarf galaxies are observed) and the Lyman-α method (i.e., whether the distribution of the intergalactic medium coincides with the DM distribution expected from the spectrum under consideration). The result was that, contrary to some statements in the literature which did not take into account bounds from structure formation, resonant production is pushed already by current data. Thus, depending on how aggressively the Lyman-α data is interpreted, resonant production may even be completely excluded. However, it is in any case correct to say that structure formation does yield a strong constraint on this production mechanism, cf. Fig. 2. 
Production of keV sterile neutrinos by particle decays
Production by particle decays is an alternative way to generate keV sterile neutrino DM, by first producing a parent particle (e.g., a singlet scalar S) which then decays into sterile neutrinos (e.g., S → NN). Typically, the decisive parameters are the Higgs portal coupling λ , which drives the production of the scalar from Standard Model particles, and the Yukawa coupling y, which drives the decay. Depending on whether the scalar itself equilibrates [11] or not [12] , different (non-thermal) spectra are possible, some resembling e.g. the green curve plotted in the left Fig. 1 .
The currently most advanced analysis of such cases has been presented in the last Ref. [12] , which also confronted the resulting cases with cosmic structure formation. A resulting snapshot of the allowed parameter space, for the case of a scalar mass of m S = 500 GeV, is depicted in the right Fig. 1 . Here, the right (left) part of the plot corresponds to the region of large (small) λ or, in other words, where the scalar freezes out (freezes in) before decaying. In this plot, the lines of correct abundance (regions of sizable but too low abundance) are indicated by the solid red/purple/blue lines (bands) for different sterile neutrino masses. In both cases, the red parts are forbidden by the Lyman-α data. Other bounds, such as the Tremaine-Gunn or overclosure bounds are also displayed, along with indirect collider bounds from unitarity and from the W -boson mass correction (the latter two of which however only play a role in the most minimal setting possible).
A detailed analysis confirms the picture given. Decay production is, in general, less constraint by (and thus in better agreement with) cosmic structure formation, as can also be seen from Fig. 2 . This statement remains true even if, after DM production by decays is completed, non-resonant production produces a late-time correction to the spectrum [7] .
Even more interestingly, on top of being the production mechanism with the better agreement with data, decay production can lead to very involved spectra with two or partially even three different characteristic momentum scales. This feature can possibly be used to address the (in)famous small scale problems of cosmic structure formation, i.e., the missing satellite, too-big-to-fail, and cusp-core problems. In order to derive bounds (e.g. from the Lyman-α forrest), the last Ref. [12] developed a completely new method based on the computation of the so-called squared transfer function T 2 (k), which encodes information on which structures (i.e., of which size 2π/k) in space are suppressed compared to the cold DM case. This method consists of checking whether the part of the transfer function above the half-mode T 2 = 1/2 is allowed by the Lyman-α data, or not, and it turns out to be extremely robust. Indeed, the green lines shown in the right Fig. 1 arise from an alternative bound related to structure formation, namely the abundance of highly redshifted (i.e., distant) galaxies. This bound derives from completely different physics but, while it is slight less stringent, it basically tracks the boundary between the red and purple regions, and thus strongly supports the results obtained in the last Ref. [12] .
Conclusions and outlook
We end by looking at the current situation of keV sterile neutrino DM. In Fig. 2 , we have collected many current limits. First of all, the most stringent limits exist on the active-sterile mixing (collectively labeled θ here, because not all the limits may apply to all generations of fermions). Clearly, for large masses, the X-ray bound (green) is the strongest, due to the rate of the N → νγ decay depending on the mass m N to the fifth power. For smaller masses, though, the superior bound is the one stemming from not overproducing the DM by non-resonant production (yellow). Other bounds, such as those from reionisation (blue), dark radiation (red dotted), or the lifetime (black dashed), confirm the stronger bounds but cannot compete with them. From the other side, cosmic structure formation is the strongest driving force to constrain m N . There exists a general lower bound on the sterile neutrino mass (Tremaine-Gunn bound, gray rectangle), stemming from the mere fact that sterile neutrinos are fermions, applied to the cores of galaxies. When taking into account information about the production mechanism, this bound can be strongly improved.
Using the Lyman-α bound or the requirement of producing at least as many small haloes as we observe dwarf galaxies, we can in fact obtain very stringent constraints on the different production mechanisms. As can be seen from the plot, resonant production is in fact rather pushed by current constraints, for the reasons explained in Sec. 3, while scalar decay production, Sec. 4, seems in better shape. Note that, in both cases, the spectra closest to the cold DM limit have been chosen, which is a rather conservative approach. The ways forward in this field should be clear from the plot. First and foremost, obviously, if our data on cosmic structures and, related to that, our understanding of cosmic structure formation in general improves, this may enable us to discriminate between different early Universe production mechanisms. Of course, another direction that should be pushed for is to continue hunting for the smoking gun X-ray signature stemming from DM decay. While the hopes were high for the Hitomi satellite, it was lost in 2016 through a chain of unfortunate events. Other searches such as NuSTAR (pink) can improve the limits -however, due to many unknowns involved, one must be careful not to overstate these advances (as, e.g., done in the first version of the NuSTAR paper [16] , which incorrectly stated that it would be closing in on the entire parameter space of sterile neutrino DM, while in reality it only does so for resonant production). Finally, there are also ground-based experiments trying to constrain active-sterile mixing. While several attempts such as KATRIN/TRISTAN [17] , ECHo [18] , or DyNO [19] are on their way, they unfortunately do not seem to be able to compete with astrophysical/cosmological limits.
Nevertheless, this field clearly offers both, sufficient parameter space available and means to probe it -plus a well-motivated non-thermal DM candidate which may in particular strongly impact on cosmic structure formation. We can be curious what the future holds for this field.
